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Introduction
This briefing document summarises the key issues in enforcing security in the 
countries listed and is a general guide. Taylor Wessing does not have offices in 
the jurisdictions contained in this guide, but has called on the support of the firms 
acknowledged at the back.

The information in this briefing document is correct as at April 2016. Let us know 
if you would like further copies. If you have any queries, please contact any of the 
named individuals on the back page who can refer you to the appropriate firm in 
the relevant country.

The overview in this briefing document does not replace specialist legal advice and 
its purpose is to be informative only and is no substitute for obtaining legal advice, 
which should be sought in relation to a relevant jurisdiction in each case. We would 
be happy to help in that regard.



British Virgin Islands (BVI)
1. Has the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency been adopted? Would a local 
court recognise an English administrator / receiver and if so what assistance could it grant 
to that officer in order for him to carry out his functions e.g. stays on creditor action?
The UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency has not, as yet, been adopted.

The BVI court can assist a foreign court in certain types of insolvency proceedings. The BVI court has 
wide powers e.g. to apply the insolvency laws of the applicant’s jurisdiction; or local laws.

An administrator might make a successful application for recognition, but not a receiver.

A creditor could probably make a joint appointment of a BVI and foreign receiver under BVI law, under 
a debenture governed by English law; or put the company into liquidation with the local and foreign 
practitioners jointly appointed as liquidators.

2. If an administrator / receiver is appointed under English law in England, what procedural 
steps (including timescales) would be required / recommended (e.g. registration, 
advertisement etc)?
There are no procedural requirements for the appointment of an English administrator as this is not 
formally recognised by the BVI courts. A discretionary filing might be possible – see question 1.

If BVI and English receivers are jointly appointed, notices of appointment should be filed in the BVI with 
the Registrar of Corporate Affairs. If the company is regulated, a further filing must be made at the BVI 
Financial Services Commission.

3. Are there any mandatory restrictions on the identity of the officeholder who is appointed 
to deal with any assets subject to the security in your jurisdiction?
A receiver must be an individual and certain persons are ineligible, including a mortgagee of any company 
assets; a person who within the preceding two years has been (a) an officer / employee or mortgagee 
of company assets or (b) a shareholder / member of the company or a related company; a person 
disqualified from holding an insolvency practitioner’s licence, or ineligible for appointment as an insolvency 
practitioner of the company; a body corporate and the Official Receiver.

An administrative receiver must be a BVI licensed insolvency practitioner or jointly appointed with a 
person so licensed.

A liquidator must be an individual who is a licensed insolvency practitioner. Overseas practitioners 
may only act jointly with a BVI-licensed practitioner provided they meet certain statutorily prescribed 
conditions. Prior notice of the appointment must be given to the BVIFSC which can approve / object to 
the appointment.
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4. If the directors of the provider of English law security wanted to be difficult, is there 
anything they could do to interfere with any enforcement action by the security holder in 
your jurisdiction?
They could challenge a receiver / liquidator’s appointment or put the company into voluntary liquidation. 
Once the company is in receivership or liquidation, access to corporate books and records may become 
difficult.

5. What rights would creditors based in your jurisdiction have to interfere with any 
enforcement action taken by the security holder?
Most BVI companies will not have creditors in the BVI. However, a creditor could apply to have the 
company put into insolvent liquidation. However, liquidation does not affect a secured creditor’s right to 
enforce its security and a fixed charge holder will generally enforce its security against the relevant assets 
outside of the liquidation process.

6. Would an exercise of the power of sale contained in any English law security document 
by the security holder over any asset in your jurisdiction be recognised as valid? Are there 
any procedural steps required e.g. sale by public auction?
Other than shares in another BVI company, BVI companies will not generally hold assets in the BVI.

Once valid under English law, BVI law will recognise the security’s validity. When dealing with enforcement 
over BVI shares, it is most common to appoint a receiver or just sell the shares.

The method will depend upon the saleability of the shares. If the company is an asset holding vehicle, 
a ready market for the shares is unlikely but if the shares are listed or there is a ready buyer, selling the 
shares would be an option. Selling the shares does not require adherence to any prescribed procedure 
(unless supervised by the court) but the sale must be a true sale. Chargees should bear in mind when 
deciding to whom the shares should be sold that if it sells to itself a BVI court would seek to ensure 
proper value.

7. Would an English law floating charge be recognised and enforceable in your jurisdiction?
This will depend on whether the BVI court finds it to be valid as a matter of BVI law. The effect of a non-
BVI law floating charge is still undecided. In theory there is no reason why a BVI court should find such a 
charge invalid if it contains the necessary characteristics but there is currently no authority on this point. 
It would therefore be simpler to use a BVI law governed floating charge.

A valid floating charge would enable a secured creditor to appoint an administrative receiver with 
extensive powers to deal with the Company’s assets and the secured creditor’s right to make the 
appointment depends upon the court finding that the security document is or was, on creation, a floating 
charge.

8. If, for whatever reason, we cannot make an appointment under our security under 
English law, can we use any of the English security to make any appointment in the relevant 
jurisdiction?
Assuming the security’s validity, BVI law will recognise and give effect to this. Such an appointment 
is theoretically possible (although untested). As confirmed in the Alfa v Cukurova case, BVI shares 
can be charged by foreign security and, if valid, one could argue that available remedies (such as the 
appointment of a receiver, particularly if the assets are located in the BVI) would also be available to a 
secured creditor.
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9. What steps would need to be taken to enforce local cash / share / unit security in 
the relevant jurisdiction? Has Directive 2002/47/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 6 June 2002 on financial collateral arrangements been enacted in your 
jurisdiction?
The steps taken to enforce will depend upon the remedy which most often involves appointing a receiver 
or selling the collateral. They need not be mutually exclusive as a receiver can sell the shares once 
appointed. Alternatively, he can vote the shares to replace the directors.

The Directive has not been expressly enacted in the BVI but has been given effect to by the Privy Council 
decision in Alfa v Cukurova, a leading decision on the remedy of appropriation for security interests, 
introduced into UK law under the Financial Collateral Arrangements (No.2) Regulations 2003.

10. What is the priority of claims in relation to the proceeds of enforcement of such share / 
unit security?
Fixed charges have priority and floating charges are subject to liquidation expenses and claims by 
preferred creditors. After secured creditors enforce their security, the proceeds are applied towards 
liquidation expenses and costs; preferred claims; all other claims; any interest accruing on claims; to 
creditors owed money “in their capacity as members”; and lastly, any surplus goes to the members.

11. Would the commencement of any local insolvency process affect the enforcement of the 
English law security by the security holder over assets within your jurisdiction?
Not necessarily as certain insolvency processes can exist concurrently.

Secured creditors can enforce their security outside of the liquidation process. Administrative receivership 
can co-exist with both a creditor’s arrangement and liquidation (although in practice the administrative 
receiver runs the show). Liquidation does not generally affect a secured creditor’s enforcement rights but 
if a liquidator successfully challenges the security’s validity, the secured creditor’s ability to enforce would 
be affected.

12. Are there any proposals for reform to insolvency law?
There are none but we have reason to believe that Part II of the BVI Insolvency Act which deals with 
Administration orders may be brought into force in the foreseeable future. If this does in fact occur, it 
would change the existing regime such that administration orders would operate as a stay on the rights 
of creditors against BVI companies in order to give the company “breathing space” to restructure itself. 
Administration would create a moratorium on the enforcement of security interests and would extend 
to and affect secured creditors as well as unsecured creditors. The consent of a floating charge holder 
would be required before an Administrative order could be made.

13. Are there any special rules in your jurisdiction relating to the enforcement of security 
given by natural persons rather than companies?
Particulars of any security given by a BVI company should be registered in the company’s register of 
registered charges to protect priority under BVI law. No equivalent process exists for security given by 
a natural person. When enforcing security over BVI shares, no special rules apply for a chargor who is a 
natural person and subject to any specific considerations which apply, the overall enforcement procedure 
would essentially be the same as that for a corporate chargor.
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Cayman Islands
1. Has the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency been adopted? Would a local 
court recognise an English administrator / receiver and if so what assistance could it grant 
to that officer in order for him to carry out his functions e.g. stays on creditor action?
The UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency has not been formally adopted in the Cayman 
Islands.

However, changes to the Companies Law came into effect in 2009 with the purpose of codifying the 
Court’s powers to make orders in aid of foreign insolvency proceedings. Upon the application of a foreign 
representative (section 241 of the Companies Law) the Court may make orders ancillary to a foreign 
bankruptcy proceeding for the purposes of:

(a) Recognising the right of a foreign representative to act in the Islands on behalf of or in the name 
of a debtor;

(b) Enjoining the commencement or staying the continuation of legal proceedings against the debtor;

(c) Staying the enforcement of any judgment against the debtor;

(d) Requiring a person in possession of information relating to the business or affairs of a debtor to be 
examined by and produce documents to its foreign representative; and

(e) Ordering the turnover to a foreign representative of any property belonging to a debtor.

A “foreign representative” means a trustee, liquidator or other official appointed in respect of a debtor for 
the purposes of a foreign bankruptcy proceedings (section 240 of the Companies Law).

This does not include a receiver appointed pursuant to a debenture, who does not require recognition to 
take authorised enforcement steps pursuant to the powers set out in the security document.

2. If an administrator / receiver is appointed under English law in England, what procedural 
steps (including timescales) would be required / recommended (e.g. registration, 
advertisement etc)?
Where a company incorporated in the Islands or registered as a foreign company under the Companies 
Law is made the subject of a foreign bankruptcy proceeding, notice of this fact shall be filed with the 
Registrar and published in the Gazette. The notice shall contain the prescribed particulars and shall be 
filed either by the company’s liquidator or by its directors within 14 days of the date upon which the 
foreign bankruptcy proceeding commenced (section 243 of the Companies Law).
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3. Are there any mandatory restrictions on the identity of the officeholder who is appointed 
to deal with any assets subject to the security in your jurisdiction?
There are no mandatory restrictions. A foreign representative (as defined in section 240 of the Companies 
Law) may be a trustee, liquidator or other official appointed in respect of a debtor for the purposes of a 
foreign bankruptcy proceeding.

It should be noted, however, that under Cayman Islands law a secured creditor’s enforcement of their 
security takes place outside of any formal Court appointment process and is unfettered by the fact of 
any such appointment – section 142 of the Companies Law provides that secured creditors may enforce 
their security without leave of the Court and without reference to the liquidator. Enforcement of rights 
in Cayman pursuant to a valid and enforceable security governed by the law of England and Wales (for 
example) will ordinarily be conducted through a receiver appointed pursuant to the security instrument, 
rather than recognition of a foreign representative.

4. If the directors of the provider of English law security wanted to be difficult, is there 
anything they could do to interfere with any enforcement action by the security holder in 
your jurisdiction?
The debtor could frustrate the efforts of the mortgagee / the receiver to enforce the security. The 
default approach to enforcement of securities in the Cayman Islands is that the out-of-court process of 
enforcing will be attempted, but if resisted, the receiver will then make application to the Cayman Court, 
for declaratory relief as to the receiver’s entitlement to proceed.

5. What rights would creditors based in your jurisdiction have to interfere with any 
enforcement action taken by the security holder?
Secured creditors have priority over any claims by general creditors. If the debtor is insolvent, preferential 
creditors will rank before floating charge holders. Otherwise, the assets can be dealt with according to 
their security document and to the exclusion of unsecured creditors.

6. Would an exercise of the power of sale contained in any English law security document 
by the security holder over any asset in your jurisdiction be recognised as valid? Are there 
any procedural steps required e.g. sale by public auction?
If the document is valid under English law, there is no reason why the Cayman Islands should not accept 
its validity. If the asset is owned by a Cayman Islands company, then under section 54 of the Companies 
Law, the charge should be entered on its register of mortgages and charges (although failure to do so 
does not operate to invalidate any security interest).

There are no procedural steps requiring that assets be dealt with in a certain way. The assets can be dealt 
with according to their security document and without the leave of the court or a liquidator.

7. Would an English law floating charge be recognised and enforceable in your jurisdiction?
Yes.

However, some of the terms in an English law security document may not be recognised in the Cayman 
Islands – such as the concept of an administrative receiver.

8. If, for whatever reason, we cannot make an appointment under our security under 
English law, can we use any of the English security to make any appointment in the relevant 
jurisdiction?
If the document is governed by English law, the Cayman Islands will interpret it according to English law, 
and so any defect in England will be a defect in Cayman. If the security is defective, however, that would 
not preclude the lender from proceeding on the basis of being an unsecured creditor; that is, if the lender 
successfully petitions for the appointment of a liquidator in England, that liquidator can seek recognition 
and ancillary powers in the Cayman Islands pursuant to the International Co-operation provisions of the 
Companies Law.
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9. What steps would need to be taken to enforce local cash / share / unit security in 
the relevant jurisdiction? Has Directive 2002/47/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 6 June 2002 on financial collateral arrangements been enacted in your 
jurisdiction?
Enforcement can involve taking possession by issuing notice to the company pursuant to the security 
instrument, exercising a power of sale or asserting control rights (voting shares, for example). If the 
security provides for it, a receiver can be appointed to take these enforcement steps.

Directive 2002/47/EC has not been enacted in the Cayman Islands. It is possible, however, for the 
remedy of appropriation to be available in Cayman, if it is properly incorporated into the security 
instrument. In order for the appropriation to be available to a lender who is granted security over shares, 
the following requirements must be satisfied:

(1)  the security instrument must expressly grant the right of appropriation to the lender;

(2)  the agreement must be governed by English law; and

(3)  all of the pre-conditions to the exercise of the right (occurrence of an event of default and 
subsequent compliance with notice procedures) must be followed.

10. What is the priority of claims in relation to the proceeds of enforcement of such share / 
unit security?
The holder of a fixed charge has highest priority. The holder of a floating charge can, subject to the terms 
of the charge, unlike under English law, crystallise the charge in order to rank ahead of other creditors. In 
insolvency, preferential creditors and liquidators usually rank ahead of floating charge holders.

11. Would the commencement of any local insolvency process affect the enforcement of the 
English law security by the security holder over assets within your jurisdiction?
It would not affect a fixed charge holder, who has priority over all third parties. However, it may affect a 
floating charge holder, who ranks behind preferential creditors and liquidators in insolvency.

12. Are there any proposals for reform to insolvency law?
No.

13. Are there any special rules in your jurisdiction relating to the enforcement of security 
given by natural persons rather than companies?
No.
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Isle of Man
1. Has the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency been adopted? Would a local 
court recognise an English administrator / receiver and if so what assistance could it grant 
to that officer in order for him to carry out his functions e.g. stays on creditor action?
The UNCITRAL Model Law has not yet been adopted in the Isle of Man.

A receiver appointed under a security instrument would be recognised without court intervention as an 
agent of the company. Notice of such appointment is required to be filed at the Isle of Man Companies 
Registry within seven days of acceptance of the appointment by the receiver.

An insolvency official appointed by a foreign court may be required to be recognised in the Isle of Man 
if he intends to collect assets here or exercise his powers in relation to third parties in this jurisdiction. 
Application must be made to the Isle of Man court in such circumstances to establish his due 
appointment and to grant relevant powers which are not inconsistent with Isle of Man insolvency law.

The right to apply for recognition and the court’s jurisdiction to grant relief are matters of common 
law. Relief will generally include a stay against enforcement proceedings or other action by unsecured 
creditors but not as against secured creditors whose rights will prevail, there being no analogous 
proceedings to administration in the Isle of Man which would impose a general moratorium against 
creditor action.

2. If an administrator / receiver is appointed under English law in England, what procedural 
steps (including timescales) would be required / recommended (e.g. registration, 
advertisement etc)?
In respect of a receiver, see the response to question 1. In addition, every receiver who has been 
appointed under the powers contained in any instrument is required, within one month after the expiry of 
the six month period from the date of his appointment and of every subsequent period of six months and 
within one month after he ceases to act as receiver or manager, to deliver to the Isle of Man Companies 
Registry for registration, an abstract in the prescribed form showing his receipts and payments during 
that period of six months. This is also applicable where the receiver has ceased to act during the period 
from the end of the period to which the last preceding abstract related (or, if no preceding abstract has 
been sent, from the date of his appointment) up to the date of his so ceasing. The aggregate amount 
of his receipts and of his payments during all preceding periods since his appointment are also to be 
delivered to the Isle of Man Companies Registry for registration.

In respect of the recognition of an administrator, the procedural steps will be determined by the court on 
a case by case basis. There are no statutory provisions capable of reducing the procedure to a formula. 
Where an administrator has been appointed and local assistance is not required, it is conventional 
however and good practice to register his appointment under the same legislation which relates to 
receivers, so far as he is acting as an agent of the company and in default of any other means of 
publicising his appointment.
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3. Are there any mandatory restrictions on the identity of the officeholder who is appointed 
to deal with any assets subject to the security in your jurisdiction?
A body corporate cannot be a receiver.

4. If the directors of the provider of English law security wanted to be difficult, is there 
anything they could do to interfere with any enforcement action by the security holder in 
your jurisdiction?
The directors could challenge the effectiveness of the security itself on the basis of a lack of corporate 
capacity, a lack of authority or absence of commercial benefit, for example.

5. What rights would creditors based in your jurisdiction have to interfere with any 
enforcement action taken by the security holder?
The Fraudulent Assignments Act 1736 may be applicable to set aside the transaction where the security is 
entered into with the intention of defeating creditors. This remedy is available whether or not a company 
is in liquidation or an individual has been adjudicated bankrupt.

In insolvency, a liquidator or trustee in bankruptcy may in addition find that a transaction has been 
entered into which is a fraudulent preference. Injunctive relief may be available as a preliminary to such 
proceedings. Questions of capacity, authority and commercial benefit may also give rise to the possibility 
of creditor action where these are wanting.

Other secured creditors could also look to argue priority over the security in question. Where charges 
are required to be filed, failure to file may mean that the intended security fails when a company is in 
liquidation.

6. Would an exercise of the power of sale contained in any English law security document 
by the security holder over any asset in your jurisdiction be recognised as valid? Are there 
any procedural steps required e.g. sale by public auction?
An express power of sale is valid, as is its exercise. A sale must be arm’s length and for the best price 
reasonably available; English common law principles are persuasive.

7. Would an English law floating charge be recognised and enforceable in your jurisdiction?
Yes, the nature of the security interest is recognised and the appointment of an administrator is not 
repugnant to Isle of Man law, save that the recognition of that officer and his powers is subject to the Isle 
of Man court’s discretion, as described in the response to question 1, above.

8. If, for whatever reason, we cannot make an appointment under our security under 
English law, can we use any of the English security to make any appointment in the relevant 
jurisdiction?
Unlikely. If the security is defective on an English law analysis, the court will not interfere with its validity 
under the governing law.
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9. What steps would need to be taken to enforce local cash / share / unit security in 
the relevant jurisdiction? Has Directive 2002/47/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 6 June 2002 on financial collateral arrangements been enacted in your 
jurisdiction?
The security will be capable of enforcement in accordance with its express terms, save that where the 
governing law of the chose in action is Isle of Man law, the Directive has no application. It is important 
that all self-help remedies are expressed or expressly referable to statute. The equity of redemption 
cannot be extinguished except by sale.

10. What is the priority of claims in relation to the proceeds of enforcement of such share / 
unit security?
A fixed charge has priority but a floating charge is subject to the rights of preferential creditors 
(employees, tax, national insurance, etc.) although with careful drafting they may be avoided by 
crystallisation of the floating charge before the appointment of a receiver.

11. Would the commencement of any local insolvency process affect the enforcement of the 
English law security by the security holder over assets within your jurisdiction?
No, the enforcement of security does not take place within or subject to a liquidation. However, where a 
receiver has been appointed and a company goes into liquidation, the receiver ceases to be an agent of 
the company. He may continue to act in respect of the asset in question as principal, usually exercising a 
power of attorney in the instrument where necessary.

12. Are there any proposals for reform to insolvency law?
There have been recent proposals but currently there are no draft bills on the subject.

It is likely that a regime which codifies the common law and introduces statutory moratoria and a ‘rescue 
culture’ will form part of future reforms within the next five years. The model will reflect English law so far 
as is consistent with offshore industry.

13. Are there any special rules in your jurisdiction relating to the enforcement of security 
given by natural persons rather than companies?
None. In fact, the validity of antecedent transactions in corporate law emanates from and is modelled on 
the Bankruptcy Code 1892, for individuals.
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Guernsey
1. Has the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency been adopted? Would a local 
court recognise an English administrator / receiver and if so what assistance could it grant 
to that officer in order for him to carry out his functions e.g. stays on creditor action?
The UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency has not been adopted in Guernsey, although the 
Guernsey courts may have regard to UNCITRAL and are required to have regard to the rules of private 
international law.

The Royal Court in Guernsey has power (indeed an obligation) to assist certain foreign courts in respect 
of “insolvency” matters under section 426 of the UK Insolvency Act 1986 as extended to Guernsey by 
the Insolvency Act 1986 (Guernsey) Order 1989 (the “Order”). The Order gives a broad discretion to the 
Royal Court to determine whether to apply local laws or the insolvency laws of the applicant’s jurisdiction.

The Royal Court also has the ability to recognise any foreign appointed insolvency office holders if there 
is a “sufficient connection” between the insolvent entity and the jurisdiction in which the office holder has 
been appointed. This test is derived from the English case of Schemmer v Property Resources Limited 
and has been applied in Guernsey in a number of cases in recent years.

The Royal Court has recently held that where the affairs of two insolvent companies (incorporated 
in Jersey and Guernsey respectively) are so intermingled that the expense of unravelling them would 
adversely affect distributions to creditors, it can be appropriate to treat the companies as a single entity.

2. If an administrator / receiver is appointed under English law in England, what procedural 
steps (including timescales) would be required / recommended (e.g. registration, 
advertisement etc)?
None required as not formally recognised by the Guernsey courts. A discretionary filing with the Registrar 
of Companies is sometimes possible. See question 1.

3. Are there any mandatory restrictions on the identity of the officeholder who is appointed 
to deal with any assets subject to the security in your jurisdiction?
There are no mandatory requirements as regards the qualifications that a liquidator must hold.

If a declaration of en désastre is made in relation to the property of the company, a Jurat is appointed by 
the Royal Court to act as commissioner for the purpose of establishing the claims, making a report to the 
Royal Court and ordering HM Sheriff to make the relevant payments to the creditors.
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4. If the directors of the provider of English law security wanted to be difficult, is there 
anything they could do to interfere with any enforcement action by the security holder in 
your jurisdiction?
They could instigate a voluntary winding up of the company or a compulsory winding up (although this is 
at the discretion of the Guernsey courts) (see question 5).

5. What rights would creditors based in your jurisdiction have to interfere with any 
enforcement action taken by the security holder?
On a compulsory winding up, the company, any director, a member, a creditor or any other interested 
party may apply for a company to be compulsorily wound up if, inter alia, the company is “unable to pay its 
debts” or the Royal Court is of the opinion that it is just and equitable that the company should be wound 
up. The Royal Court will appoint a liquidator nominated by the applicant or, where no person has been 
nominated, make such appointment as it thinks fit. The liquidators will stand in the shoes of the directors 
and administer the winding up, gather in assets and realise the company’s assets. When the liquidator 
has completed his task, he applies to the Court for the appointment of a commissioner to examine his 
accounts and to distribute the funds derived from the company’s assets. On the making of an application 
for the compulsory winding up of a company or at any time thereafter, any creditor of the company may 
apply to the Royal Court for an order restraining any action or proceeding pending against the company. 
This does not prevent secured creditors enforcing their pre-existing security against the property of the 
company. A compulsory winding up is at the discretion of the Guernsey courts.

They could also apply for a declaration of en désastre to be made in relation to the personalty of the 
company. This is a procedure for the recovery of debts and it is not a requirement that the debtor 
be insolvent or likely to become insolvent in order for désastre proceedings to be commenced. The 
commencement of désastre proceedings does not prevent secured creditors enforcing their pre-existing 
rights against the assets of the debtor (albeit that an arresting creditor may apply to the Royal Court for 
an order vesting in him the rights of the secured party to the collateral and directing that it be sold or 
applied in accordance with the Security Interests (Guernsey) Law 1993 (“SIGL”)).

6. Would an exercise of the power of sale contained in any English law security document 
by the security holder over any asset in your jurisdiction be recognised as valid? Are there 
any procedural steps required e.g. sale by public auction?
The purported creation of security by way of fixed / floating charge or otherwise under any English law 
security will not be valid and enforceable in respect of real property situated in Guernsey and is unlikely to 
be valid and enforceable in respect of other Guernsey situs assets.

See question 9 in respect of cash / share / unit security.

7. Would an English law floating charge be recognised and enforceable in your jurisdiction?
See question 6.

8. If, for whatever reason, we cannot make an appointment under our security under 
English law, can we use any of the English security to make any appointment in the relevant 
jurisdiction?
No.
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9. What steps would need to be taken to enforce local cash / share / unit security in 
the relevant jurisdiction? Has Directive 2002/47/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 6 June 2002 on financial collateral arrangements been enacted in your 
jurisdiction?
Where Guernsey intangible movable property (such as shares in a Guernsey company, units in a Guernsey 
property unit trust or bank accounts in Guernsey) is secured by a security agreement created pursuant to 
the SIGL, the enforcement of such security will be conducted by the secured party (see also questions 4 
and 5).

It should be noted that under the SIGL where a debtor becomes insolvent (or subject to a désastre) or 
his property is otherwise subject to proceedings consequent upon insolvency (or declaration of désastre), 
the secured party may realise or otherwise deal with the collateral as if such bankruptcy or proceeding 
had not taken place (i.e. there is no stay of enforcement proceedings). A security interest could still 
potentially be challenged by a liquidator as a transaction at an undervalue or preference under insolvency 
provisions, including under the Companies (Guernsey) Law 2008.

Security in respect of Guernsey intangible movable property will be created pursuant to the SIGL. The 
SIGL states that, following an event of default as specified in the relevant security interest agreement, 
the statutory power of sale or application arises.

To enforce security created under SIGL, an event of default must have occurred and a notice of such 
default must be given to the security provider by the secured party before the secured party’s rights 
become enforceable. A secured party’s enforcement powers under the SIGL consist of a power of sale or 
application. These powers can be exercised more than once after an event of default and in respect of all 
or part of the collateral.

A security agreement can provide for the need for an order of the Royal Court in Guernsey in order for a 
power of sale or application to be exercised (this requirement can be waived in the security agreement 
and it is standard practice to do so).

The SIGL imposes duties on a secured party in connection with a sale. These include a requirement for 
the secured party to ensure that the sale is made within a reasonable time and for a price corresponding 
to the value on the open market at the time of sale for the collateral being sold or, where there is no open 
market value, the best price reasonably obtainable. Any power of application must be exercised on the 
same basis and the proceeds of exercise applied in the same way as if proceeds of a sale.

There is no concept of a receiver under Guernsey law (other than in respect of protected cell companies) 
and Directive 2002/47/EC does not apply in Guernsey.
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10. What is the priority of claims in relation to the proceeds of enforcement of such share / 
unit security?
Under the SIGL, if a secured party has applied or sold collateral pursuant to a security agreement, the 
proceeds of a sale or application are required to be applied in the order set out in the SIGL, being:

(a) in payment of the costs and expenses of the sale;

(b) in discharge of any prior security interest;

(c) in discharge of all monies properly due in respect of the obligations secured by the security 
agreement;

(d) in payment, in due order of priority, of secured parties whose security interests were created 
after his own, and on whose behalf he was, immediately before exercising his power of sale or 
application, holding possession of documents or exercising control of collateral;

(e) as to the balance (if any remains) in payment to the debtor, or in the event that the debtor 
has become insolvent or been subjected to any other judicial arrangement consequent upon 
insolvency, to the HM Sheriff or other proper person.

If a security provider or its personalty are declared en désastre, the funds held by HM Sheriff will be 
distributed among the creditors, preferential claims being satisfied in full and the other claims met in part 
according to the dividend declared by the commissioner.

11. Would the commencement of any local insolvency process affect the enforcement of the 
English law security by the security holder over assets within your jurisdiction?
See question 6.

12. Are there any proposals for reform to insolvency law?
A consultation paper on a reform of Guernsey’s corporate and personal insolvency laws was issued by the 
Guernsey Commerce & Employment Department which closed on 31 December 2014, but no time frame 
has yet been set for any such reforms.

13. Are there any special rules in your jurisdiction relating to the enforcement of security 
given by natural persons rather than companies?
No.
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Jersey
1. Has the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency been adopted? Would a local 
court recognise an English administrator / receiver and if so what assistance could it grant 
to that officer in order for him to carry out his functions e.g. stays on creditor action?
The UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency has not been adopted in Jersey, although the 
Jersey courts may have regard to UNCITRAL and are required to have regard to the rules of private 
international law.

Jersey courts will assist the courts of certain prescribed countries and territories (including the UK) in 
all matters relating to the insolvency of a company to the extent they think fit. However, this does not 
preclude the Jersey courts from exercising their inherent jurisdiction to assist other countries or to have 
regard to principles of comity (e.g., by making orders recognising the appointment of foreign insolvency 
officeholders).

Although neither an English law administrator nor receiver will be formally recognised in Jersey, it is 
possible to put a Jersey company into English law administration by making an application for a letter 
of request from the Jersey courts to the English courts. This is a non-statutory discretionary remedy 
that requires the approval of both courts. It is generally only available where a Jersey company has its 
management and/or economic activities based in England.

2. If an administrator / receiver is appointed under English law in England, what procedural 
steps (including timescales) would be required / recommended (e.g. registration, 
advertisement etc)?
None required, as not formally recognised by the Jersey courts. A discretionary filing with the Registrar of 
Companies is sometimes possible. See question 1.

3. Are there any mandatory restrictions on the identity of the officeholder who is appointed 
to deal with any assets subject to the security in your jurisdiction?
A liquidator appointed for the purposes of a creditor’s winding up must: (a) be an individual; (b) be 
a member of either the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants in Scotland, the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants or the Institute 
of Chartered Accountants in Ireland; (c) not be a secretary or an officer or servant of the company, or a 
partner or employee of such a person; and (d) not be already disqualified for appointment as a liquidator 
of any other body corporate that either is that company’s subsidiary or holding company or is a subsidiary 
of that company’s holding company. In addition, the Chief Minister of Jersey has the power to prescribe 
further qualifications required for any person to act as a liquidator.

If a declaration of en désastre is made in relation to the property of the company, the Viscount of the 
Royal Court is the office holder that will be appointed by the Jersey courts to administer the désastre 
proceedings.
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4. If the directors of the provider of English law security wanted to be difficult, is there 
anything they could do to interfere with any enforcement action by the security holder in 
your jurisdiction?
They could apply for a declaration of en désastre to be made in relation to the property of the company 
and they could instigate a solvent winding up of the company or an insolvent winding up (although this is 
at the discretion of the Jersey courts).

5. What rights would creditors based in your jurisdiction have to interfere with any 
enforcement action taken by the security holder?
On a creditors’ winding up (started by a special resolution of the company’s shareholders) liquidators 
are appointed, usually by the creditors, to stand in the shoes of the directors and administer the winding 
up, gather in assets, settle claims and distribute assets as appropriate. After the commencement of the 
winding up, no action can be taken or continued against the company except with the leave of court. This 
does not prevent secured creditors enforcing pre-existing security against the property of the company.

They could apply for a declaration of en désastre to be made in relation to the property of the company. 
If a company is declared en désastre, its assets vest automatically in the Viscount. However, the Viscount 
in unlikely to become involved in the désastre if all of the company’s assets are secured or outside Jersey, 
or if the secured party is acting properly in a manner that is not detrimental to the désastre proceedings. 
A declaration of en désastre does not prevent enforcement by secured creditors, as property vests in the 
Viscount subject to security.

6. Would an exercise of the power of sale contained in any English law security document 
by the security holder over any asset in your jurisdiction be recognised as valid? Are there 
any procedural steps required e.g. sale by public auction?
The purported creation of security by way of fixed / floating charge or otherwise under any English law 
security will not be valid and enforceable in respect of real property situated in Jersey and is unlikely to be 
valid and enforceable in respect of other Jersey situs assets.

See question 9 in respect of cash / share / unit security.

7. Would an English law floating charge be recognised and enforceable in your jurisdiction?
See question 6.

8. If, for whatever reason, we cannot make an appointment under our security under 
English law, can we use any of the English security to make any appointment in the relevant 
jurisdiction?
No.

9. What steps would need to be taken to enforce local cash / share / unit security in 
the relevant jurisdiction? Has Directive 2002/47/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 6 June 2002 on financial collateral arrangements been enacted in your 
jurisdiction?
Where Jersey intangible movable property (such as shares in a Jersey company, units in a Jersey property 
unit trust or bank accounts in Jersey) is secured pursuant to the Security Interests (Jersey) Law 2012 
(“SIJL”) the enforcement of such security will be conducted by the secured party (see also questions 4 
and 5).
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Under SIJL the bankruptcy of a security provider or a security provider (or its property) becoming 
subject in Jersey or elsewhere to any other insolvency proceedings will not affect the power of a secured 
party to sell, appropriate or otherwise act in relation to collateral secured pursuant to SIJL provided it 
has perfected its security before the grantor becomes bankrupt. Unperfected security will be void as 
against the Viscount, a liquidator or the grantor’s creditors. Please note that in certain circumstances, 
perfected security could be challenged by the Viscount or liquidator (as applicable) as a transaction at an 
undervalue or preference.

To enforce security created under SIJL, an event of default must have occurred and a notice of such 
default must be given by the Secured Party to the security provider.

A secured party has numerous enforcement powers under SIJL, including taking possession of collateral, 
exercising the grantor’s rights in respect of the collateral and remedies such as selling / appropriating the 
collateral. These powers can be exercised more than once after an event of default and in respect of all or 
part of the collateral.

A secured party must give 14 days’ written notice of an appropriation / sale of collateral to the grantor 
(this requirement is typically waived in security agreements) and any other party who, at least 21 days 
before the appropriation / sale, has registered a financing statement at the Jersey security interest 
register (the “SIR”) in respect of the collateral, or given the secured party notice of a proprietary interest 
in the collateral.

SIJL imposes duties on a secured party in connection with an appropriation / sale, including a requirement 
to act in a commercially reasonable manner in relation to the appropriation / sale.

There is no concept of a receiver under Jersey law and Directive 2002/47/EC does not apply in Jersey.

10. What is the priority of claims in relation to the proceeds of enforcement of such share / 
unit security?
SIJL includes various priority rules in relation to competing security interests in the same collateral. We 
have limited our responses to the priority of payments of the proceeds of a sale / appropriation.

Under SIJL, if a secured party has appropriated / sold collateral (and the grantor is not insolvent / 
bankrupt) it must produce a statement of account detailing, among other things, the value of the 
proceeds realised. This statement must be sent to the grantor and any other party who has a subordinate 
security interest and has registered a financing statement in the SIR or given the secured party notice of 
a proprietary interest in the collateral.

If a surplus exists following a sale / appropriation, the secured party must either distribute the surplus in 
the order set out in SIJL or to pay it into court.

If a grantor or its assets are declared en désastre and the Viscount exercises its power to realise such 
assets, they will be distributed according to a statutory waterfall.

11. Would the commencement of any local insolvency process affect the enforcement of the 
English law security by the security holder over assets within your jurisdiction?
See question 6.

12. Are there any proposals for reform to insolvency law?
Yes. There are proposals to: (a) extend the scope of SIJL to tangible movable property; (b) extend the list 
of parties who can apply for a creditors’ winding-up, to include, amongst others, creditors; and (c) reform 
Jersey insolvency law to focus more on secured creditor protections (no timescales have yet been set for 
such reforms).

13. Are there any special rules in your jurisdiction relating to the enforcement of security 
given by natural persons rather than companies?
No.
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Luxembourg
1. Has the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency been adopted? Would a local 
court recognise an English administrator / receiver and if so what assistance could it grant 
to that officer in order for him to carry out his functions e.g. stays on creditor action?
The UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency has not been adopted in Luxembourg. 
Luxembourg courts have no specific duty to provide judicial assistance upon the application of a foreign 
administrator / receiver.

However, as a member of the EU, the EU Insolvency Regulation (EC 1346/2000) applies in Luxembourg. 
As a consequence, if a Luxembourg company has its centre of main interests (“COMI”) in England, an 
administrator / receiver appointed in that jurisdiction will be recognised as part of the main proceedings. 
English courts will have jurisdiction over the insolvency proceedings, and UK court orders relating 
to assets situated in Luxembourg will be recognised pursuant and subject to the EU Regulation on 
Jurisdiction and Enforcement of Judgments (EC 1215/2012). If the Luxembourg company has its COMI 
in Luxembourg and an establishment in England, any secondary proceedings opened there will be 
recognised, subject to the right to commence main proceedings in Luxembourg.

The powers of an administrator / receiver who is not appointed by an English court would not be 
recognised.

2. If an administrator / receiver is appointed under English law in England, what procedural 
steps (including timescales) would be required / recommended (e.g. registration, 
advertisement etc)?
There is no mandatory publication or registration of such decisions in Luxembourg. Publication of an ad 
hoc notice with the Luxembourg trade and companies register and/or a Luxembourg daily newspaper 
could be conceivable. However there is no specific market practice in this respect.

One should mention EU Regulation 2015/848 on insolvency proceedings (recast) which – once effective 
– requires EU Member States to publish the relevant court decisions in cross-border insolvency cases in a 
publicly accessible electronic register.

3. Are there any mandatory restrictions on the identity of the officeholder who is appointed 
to deal with any assets subject to the security in your jurisdiction?
There are no mandatory restrictions on the identity of the security agent / trustee. No licence or 
authorisation is required in Luxembourg in order to act as security agent / trustee in respect of assets 
subject to security in Luxembourg.

Luxembourg insolvency receivers (usually lawyers) are appointed by the Luxembourg commercial court on 
a discretionary basis: it is not possible in Luxembourg to appoint a receiver of its choice.
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4. If the directors of the provider of English law security wanted to be difficult, is there 
anything they could do to interfere with any enforcement action by the security holder in 
your jurisdiction?
They could apply for the opening of a bankruptcy proceeding or a controlled management (subject to 
question 5) in Luxembourg or challenge the validity and/or enforceability of the English law security or 
the ability of the secured creditor to accelerate the secured obligations or to enforce the security.

5. What rights would creditors based in your jurisdiction have to interfere with any 
enforcement action taken by the security holder?
They could apply for the opening of an insolvency proceeding and/or challenge any fraudulent preference 
transaction or transfer (paulian action).

After the commencement of an insolvency proceeding, all rights of unsecured creditors, and those of 
creditors holding non-possessory security are suspended. However, pledges over financial instruments 
and claims governed by the law of 5 August 2005 on financial collateral arrangements, as amended 
(the Financial Collateral Act) are valid and enforceable against third parties, receivers, liquidators or 
similar persons notwithstanding a reorganisation, winding up proceedings or similar national or foreign 
proceedings. The assets subject to the security do not form part of the estate of the insolvent company 
and can be appropriated by the security holders. Luxembourg courts have held that legal actions cannot 
be used to delay or frustrate the enforcement process of Luxembourg security interests, even upon 
insolvency events.

6. Would an exercise of the power of sale contained in any English law security document 
by the security holder over any asset in your jurisdiction be recognised as valid? Are there 
any procedural steps required e.g. sale by public auction?
English law floating charges over real property situated in Luxembourg or in respect of other Luxembourg 
situs assets would not be recognised.

Local enforcement measures would be permitted on the basis of an order from an English court 
enforceable in Luxembourg in accordance with and subject to the EU Regulation on Jurisdiction and 
Enforcement of Judgments (EC 1215/2012).

See question 9 in respect of local cash / share / unit security.

7. Would an English law floating charge be recognised and enforceable in your jurisdiction?
See question 6.

8. If, for whatever reason, we cannot make an appointment under our security under 
English law, can we use any of the English security to make any appointment in the relevant 
jurisdiction?
No.

9. What steps would need to be taken to enforce local cash / share / unit security in 
the relevant jurisdiction? Has Directive 2002/47/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 6 June 2002 on financial collateral arrangements been enacted in your 
jurisdiction?
The Financial Collateral Act transposed the Directive 2002/47/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 6 June 2002 on financial collateral arrangements into national law.
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One of the innovations of the Financial Collateral Act has been to facilitate the enforcement of pledges. 
It offers to the secured creditor the opportunity to enforce pledges upon the occurrence of an event 
of default as agreed between the parties without having to give a prior notice to the pledgor. It further 
provides for the following enforcement procedures (in addition to the right to receive dividends and vote 
the pledged shares):

(a) private sale at arms’ length conditions (conditions commerciales normales);

(b) appropriation at a value as determined by an independent auditor;

(c) sale by public auction; and

(d) attribution in court.

10. What is the priority of claims in relation to the proceeds of enforcement of such share / 
unit security?
Creditors holding securities falling within the scope of the Financial Collateral Act are “out of the mass”, 
which means that they may enforce their securities and do not compete with the other creditors.

11. Would the commencement of any local insolvency process affect the enforcement of the 
English law security by the security holder over assets within your jurisdiction?
The insolvency protection regime provided by the Financial Collateral Act applies to financial collateral 
arrangements governed by any foreign laws provided that the security provider is established or has its 
residence in Luxembourg. See question 5.

12. Are there any proposals for reform to insolvency law?
Draft legislation on business preservation and modernisation of bankruptcy law was introduced in the 
Luxembourg Parliament in February 2013.

Beside extra-judicial procedures aiming to avoid formal insolvency proceedings (appointment of a 
mediator, procedural framework for mutual agreement with some creditors), the draft legislation proposes 
to introduce the possibility of a moratorium in order to reach either:

(a) an out-of-court agreement with creditors (accord amiable extra-judiciaire);

(b) a reorganisation by collective agreement (réorganisation judiciaire par accord collectif) enforceable 
against all the creditors for the purpose of reducing debt or deferring payment; or

(c) a judicial reorganisation by transfer under legal control (réorganisation judiciaire par transfert sous 
autorité de justice) of all or parts of the debtor’s business.

These measures aim to replace the existing procedures such as the scheme of composition with 
creditors, controlled management and the suspension of payments given the practical challenges 
associated with them in a modern business context.

13. Are there any special rules in your jurisdiction relating to the enforcement of security 
given by natural persons rather than companies?
No, a secured party’s enforcement rights are the same as against a corporate entity security provider or 
an individual security provider.

However, the insolvency protection provided by the Financial Collateral Act does not apply if a 
procedure for collective settlement of debts as set out in the Luxembourg law on over-indebtedness 
(surendettement) is opened against a natural person.
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Malta
1. Has the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency been adopted? Would a local 
court recognise an English administrator / receiver and if so what assistance could it grant 
to that officer in order for him to carry out his functions e.g. stays on creditor action?
No, but as a Member State of the European Union, the European Insolvency Regulation (EC 1346/2000) 
(hereinafter the “Regulation”) is directly applicable in Malta. 

Under the Regulation, where a company whose centre of main interests (“COMI”) is situated in another 
Member State, a “liquidator” (which includes an administrator for the purposes of the United Kingdom) 
appointed in that jurisdiction would be recognised in all other Member States from the time that the 
appointment becomes effective. 

Where a Maltese company has its COMI located in Malta but also has “establishments” in another 
Member State, it is possible for insolvency proceedings to be opened in such other Member State and 
any liquidator appointed would be capable of recognition, however these proceedings would be relegated 
to “secondary insolvency proceedings” (and consequently they will be restricted to those assets of the 
company situated solely in that secondary jurisdiction).

The appointment of an administrator / receiver other than by means of a decision of a judicial authority 
(as such term is widely interpreted under the Regulation) will not be directly recognisable by a Maltese 
court.

2. If an administrator / receiver is appointed under English law in England, what procedural 
steps (including timescales) would be required / recommended (e.g. registration, 
advertisement etc)?
In Malta, a liquidator, once appointed is required to file, within 14 days after his appointment, a notice of 
appointment with the Registrar of Companies in Malta. In exercising his powers under the Regulation in 
Malta, the administrator / receiver appointed under English law may be required to comply with the same 
set of registration requirements.
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3. Are there any mandatory restrictions on the identity of the officeholder who is appointed 
to deal with any assets subject to the security in your jurisdiction?
Under Maltese law, a person is not qualified to act as a liquidator unless he is an advocate or a certified 
public accountant and auditor, or is registered with the Registry of Companies in Malta as fit and proper 
to exercise the function of liquidator. 

4. If the directors of the provider of English law security wanted to be difficult, is there 
anything they could do to interfere with any enforcement action by the security holder in 
your jurisdiction?
The directors may institute insolvency proceedings before the Maltese Court and request a stay of judicial 
proceedings against the Company. 

5. What rights would creditors based in your jurisdiction have to interfere with any 
enforcement action taken by the security holder?
Creditors may seek to frustrate the enforcement by filing an application before the Maltese Court, 
requesting the issuance of a court warrant (which may be precautionary or executive in nature) over 
the secured assets, thereby staying any enforcement procedures pending a final determination of such 
creditor’s claim over the security in question.

6. Would an exercise of the power of sale contained in any English law security document 
by the security holder over any asset in your jurisdiction be recognised as valid? Are there 
any procedural steps required e.g. sale by public auction?
A distinction should be made between assets which constitute “immovable property” and those which 
are “movables”. Security over the former would require registration as a perfection requirement. An 
English security instrument e.g. a floating charge is not capable of registration in Malta.

Where movable assets are concerned, an English law security would be recognised and exercisable (in 
respect of the parties’ freedom to select the governing law) provided that, with respect to certain types 
of movables, formalities and/or perfection requirements under Maltese law, would need to be complied 
with e.g. in the case of a pledge of shares in Maltese companies.

7. Would an English law floating charge be recognised and enforceable in your jurisdiction?
No.

8. If, for whatever reason, we cannot make an appointment under our security under 
English law, can we use any of the English security to make any appointment in the relevant 
jurisdiction?
No.

9. What steps would need to be taken to enforce local cash / share / unit security in 
the relevant jurisdiction? Has Directive 2002/47/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 6 June 2002 on financial collateral arrangements been enacted in your 
jurisdiction?
Yes, the Directive has been transposed into Maltese law. Enforcement of the shares would be by sale or 
appropriation and by setting off their value against, or applying their value in discharge of, the relevant 
financial obligations.
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10. What is the priority of claims in relation to the proceeds of enforcement of such share / 
unit security?
Liquidators’ fees, employee wages, social security contributions and unpaid taxes tend to enjoy a higher 
priority ranking over all other claims, including privileged or secured claims.

11. Would the commencement of any local insolvency process affect the enforcement of the 
English law security by the security holder over assets within your jurisdiction?
Yes, once a winding up application is filed before a Maltese court, the company, or any creditor, may apply 
to the court for a stay of judicial proceedings. Once a winding up order is delivered by the court, no action 
or proceeding may be proceeded with or commenced against the company or its property except with 
special leave of the court.

12. Are there any proposals for reform to insolvency law?
Not domestically, however the recast European Insolvency Regulation (EU 2015/848) will apply directly 
under Maltese Law once it begins to apply as from June 2017.

13. Are there any special rules in your jurisdiction relating to the enforcement of security 
given by natural persons rather than companies?
The Financial Collateral Regulations do not apply in the case of a financial collateral arrangement whereby 
the security provider is a natural person.
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Mauritius
1. Has the UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency been adopted? Would a local 
court recognise an English administrator / receiver and if so what assistance could it grant 
to that officer in order for him to carry out his functions e.g. stays on creditor action?
The UNCITRAL Model Law on Cross-Border Insolvency has been adopted.

The general rule is that a local court would not recognise an English administrator / receiver. However, 
if the said administrator / receiver has been appointed by way of judgment delivered by the court in the 
United Kingdom, then an application may be made to declare the judgment executory in Mauritius and in 
such a situation, the English administrator / receiver shall be recognised in Mauritius.

2. If an administrator / receiver is appointed under English law in England, what procedural 
steps (including timescales) would be required / recommended (e.g. registration, 
advertisement etc)?
There is no specific procedural step to be followed by the English administrator / receiver.

3. Are there any mandatory restrictions on the identity of the officeholder who is appointed 
to deal with any assets subject to the security in your jurisdiction?
The creditor could appoint either a liquidator following presentation of a winding up petition or a court 
appointed receiver. It is untested whether a receiver could be appointed under an English law document.

4. If the directors of the provider of English law security wanted to be difficult, is there 
anything they could do to interfere with any enforcement action by the security holder in 
your jurisdiction?
Challenge the appointment of the liquidator / application or apply to put the company into liquidation.

5. What rights would creditors based in your jurisdiction have to interfere with any 
enforcement action taken by the security holder?
Only other secured creditors can interfere with enforcement action taken by the security holder.

6. Would an exercise of the power of sale contained in any English law security document 
by the security holder over any asset in your jurisdiction be recognised as valid? Are there 
any procedural steps required e.g. sale by public auction?
It would be enforceable, provided it is recognised under English Law.

For the power of sale to be enforceable, a power of attorney has to be given to an agent. The power of 
attorney, if drawn outside Mauritius will have to be deposited with a notary in Mauritius and the same will 
have to be registered within 15 days of the deposit thereof.
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7. Would an English law floating charge be recognised and enforceable in your jurisdiction?
An English law floating charge may be recognised and enforceable in Mauritius, provided that it has been 
registered and inscribed.

Registration of a charge with the Registrar General / Conservator of Mortgages of Mauritius (the 
“Registrar”) in Mauritius merely evidences the existence of a charge in the books of the Registrar as at 
the date it is registered. Documents (including charges) registered with the Registrar are registered for 
a ‘date certaine’ i.e. a document is recognised as being in existence on the date on which is it registered 
under the laws of Mauritius. It does not establish priority over other creditors in Mauritius. For a charge 
to have priority over other creditors in Mauritius, the charge needs to be inscribed in the books of the 
Registrar as per the laws of Mauritius. However, not all charges are capable of being inscribed under 
Mauritius Law. Charges capable of being inscribed, whether governed by Mauritian law or not, are 
charges having the effect of fixed and/or floating charges over the assets of the company (which will 
include all general charges or debentures having this effect).

The procedure for registration and/or inscription of charges in Mauritius is a two-tier process in Mauritius 
and depends on the following: (a) the type(s) of charge(s) being registered / inscribed in Mauritius and 
whether same is capable of inscription in Mauritius; and (b) the purpose of registering / inscribing the 
charge in Mauritius.

8. If, for whatever reason, we cannot make an appointment under our security under 
English law, can we use any of the English security to make any appointment in the relevant 
jurisdiction?
This is untested but might be possible.

9. What steps would need to be taken to enforce local cash / share / unit security in 
the relevant jurisdiction? Has Directive 2002/47/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 6 June 2002 on financial collateral arrangements been enacted in your 
jurisdiction?
Following an event of default, a receiver may be appointed under the terms of the security document 
who could sell either by public auction or private sale. One could also apply for a court appointed receiver.

Directive 2002/47/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 6 June 2002 on financial 
collateral arrangements has not been enacted in Mauritius.

10. What is the priority of claims in relation to the proceeds of enforcement of such share / 
unit security?
Liquidator / administrator / receiver expenses, tax and certain amounts due to employees will rank ahead 
in accordance with the Fourth Schedule of the Mauritian Insolvency Act 2009.

11. Would the commencement of any local insolvency process affect the enforcement of the 
English law security by the security holder over assets within your jurisdiction?
Yes. The Insolvency Act 2009 is clear on the issue that no enforcement process in relation to a company’s 
property shall be commenced or continued, except with permission of the court and on terms that 
the court thinks fit. Therefore, the commencement of any local insolvency process shall affect the 
enforcement of the English Law security by the security holder over assets within our jurisdiction.
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12. Are there any proposals for reform to insolvency law?
No.

13. Are there any special rules in your jurisdiction relating to the enforcement of security 
given by natural persons rather than companies?
The law governing the enforcement of security by natural persons is set out in Article 2011 onwards 
of the Mauritian Civil Code. Any person who stands as guarantor for a debtor undertakes to pay the 
said debt in case the debtor defaults payment. However, the guarantor has a “bénéfice de discussion”, 
whereby the creditor must first seek to satisfy his debt against property of the debtor before proceeding 
against the guarantor. An exception exists where the guarantor has renounced the “bénéfice de 
discussion” or has expressly undertaken the obligation to stand liable jointly and in solido with the said 
debtor.
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About us
Taylor Wessing is a leading international law firm with a single-minded approach: to help its clients 
succeed by thinking innovatively about their business issues.

Taylor Wessing has around 1200 lawyers working across 28 offices in Europe, the Middle East, the US 
and Asia, offering an integrated service across the full range of practice areas, with core strengths in real 
estate, finance, corporate, IP and private wealth. The firm also has particular expertise in advising clients 
in North America, Brazil and India.

At Taylor Wessing we are proud of our reputation as a forward-thinking firm. We have a clear focus 
on supporting the fast growing industries of tomorrow and are particularly active in real estate and 
infrastructure; technology, communications and brands; life sciences and healthcare; financial institutions 
and services; and energy and environment.
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